
Bluebeam Revu Training - Electrical 
Essentials

Course details: https://www.electricityforum.com/electrical-training/bluebeam-revu-training 

Bluebeam Revu Training - Electrical Essentials - This 12-hour live online instructor-led 
course introduces students to Bluebeam Revu software and teaches them how to rapidly 
solve electrical construction problems by finding and comparing information across multiple 
drawings and specifications. With that information, students will learn how to add value to 
those documents through updating completion visually and adding as-builts details at site. 
Our course focuses students on how to use the data imbedded in these document annotations 
to better manage resources such as time and budget.

 

View Our Complete Course Details:

6 Hours - Bluebeam Drawings  - Electrical Documents Management Workshop

18 Hours - Electrical Revu and Studio Electrical Essentials Course And Bluebeam 
Electrical Drawing Management Worksho

 

https://www.electricityforum.com/electrical-training/bluebeam-revu-training 
https://www.electricityforum.com/electrical-training/bluebeam-training-essentials
https://www.electricityforum.com/electrical-training/bluebeam-electrical-workshop
https://www.electricityforum.com/electrical-training/bluebeam-essentials-and-workshop
https://www.electricityforum.com/electrical-training/bluebeam-electrical-workshop
https://www.electricityforum.com/electrical-training/bluebeam-electrical-workshop


Our Bluebeam Electrical Essentials - Revu and Studio training course introduces students to 
the PDF collaboration program, designed specifically for the architecture, engineering, and 
construction (AEC) industry. For the designer and detailer, Bluebeam Revu includes plugins 
for most computer-aided design (CAD) and building information modeling (BIM) software 
that enables quick and easy conversion of both 2D and 3D drawings into a PDF file that can 
be easily viewed by the entire project team. For electrical construction professionals, we 
demonstrate how Bluebeam can include sketch, markup, measurement, and takeoff tools as 
well as powerful search features specifically designed to work with electrical construction 
documents.

 

What is Bluebeam?
Bluebeam Revu, a PDF editing markup and collaboration software tool that is used by 
architects, electrical engineers, electrical project managers and electrical estimators and 
journeymen electricians throughout the lifecycle of a building project. Bluebeam Revu 
software allows teams to compare documents, do estimations, submit RFIs and plans for 
approval, and many other important software functions that allow for document control.

Who Uses It?
Lots of electrical industry experts in the electrical engineering and construction industries 
use Bluebeam. More than 90 per cent of the top construction organizations and more than 80 
per cent of the top North American electrical design firms use Bluebeam because it saves 
time, boosts efficiency and allows team memebers to simultaneously work together. 
Essentially, Bluebeam is a powerful collaboration tool, allowing teams of electrical 
professionals in different locations and across vairous time zones to view and mark up a 
document at the same time, as if they were sitting in one room.

What Are The Benefits Of Electricity Forum Bluebeam Electrical Training?
With 35 years experience instructing more than 60,000 electrical professionals, Electricity 
Forum Training Institute courses present real-world electrical exercises and case study 
examples.

 

Interactive Bluebeam Demonstration



?The course will include a one hour interactive session through Bluebeam studio session. 
Students will particpate in a hands-on experience doing electrical  mark ups on a shared set 
of drawings, using Revu basics, Revu 2019 and Revu ipad fundamentals.

 

Who is this Course Designed For?

Our Bluebeam university Electrical Essentials training course demonstrates tips and tricks 
through real-world examples of actual electrical work performed by Electrical Engineers, 
Electrical Project Managers, Electrical Estimators, Electrical Foreman/Supervirors, 
Electrical Contractors/Service Professionals and Plant Electricians, using exact Bluebeam 
content.

 

Electrical Engineers - Responsible for Designing Electrical Systems

This course teaches how to:

Follow all revisions and clash detection reviews with assurance:
Document management through Bluebeam Studio sessions ensures that no comments 
or directions are missed
Cut through the clutter while drawings go from conceptual to RFP to RFT to RFC, 
missing nothing but presenting what’s most relevant
Seamlessly translate annotations from field people though the office back into the 
design without confusing email attachments and partial drawing releases.

 

Electrical Project Managers - Responsible for Managing Electrical Projects

This course teaches how to:

Manage all document changes with confidence:
Rigorous audit trail through all document annotations (by using Bluebeam Sessions, 
up to 500 clients can share your documents without their having to buy licensing!)



Updating all drawing changes through multiple CCN’s and revisions from the office 
to the Foreman seamlessly
Update punch list and project progress visually, exporting powerful hyperlinked 
reports with site pics to all shareholders

 

Electrical Estimators - Responsible for Electrical Estimating

This course teaches how to:

Complete take-offs in record time, with confidence, finding any scaling discrepancies 
quickly (Use Bluebeam custom columns to calculate all electrical risers automatically)
Generate custom BOM’s from your marked up drawings
Execute CCN and post tender take-off’s with confidence, especially when drawings 
changes are obscure or congested, getting accurate data for cost adders and subtracts

 

Electrical Foreman/Supervisors - Responsible for designating Bluebeam electrical 
work assignments:

This course teaches how to:

Mark out floor, roof and wall penetrations with confidence.
Dimension rooms, showing any trades conflicts (ie ductwork, plumbing) with 
electrical scope.
Get quick counts for all quantities work, such as the number of trapeze assemblies or 
total lengths of pipe in a rack.
Red-line the job as you go along. We teach how to share up-to-date progress through 
drawings and how to improve progress billing.
Access the same master drawings to view all up-to-date changes that are synced in 
real time through the cloud with your office.

 



Electrical Contractors/Service Professionals – Responsible for delivering electrical field 
services.

This course teaches how to:

Learn how to markup site notes through the cloud and share those notes with 
client/office.
Learn how to calculate testing and maintenance jobs on site, and how to share details 
with the office in real time through the cloud.
Learn how to send site photos right to the client, showing job issues, linked to client’s 
blueprints.

 

Plant Electricians - Responsible for industrial, commercial, institutional electrical 
construction and maintenance.

This course teaches how to:

Produce submittals and changes.
Handle and share in real time QA/QC documents on the cloud through digital forms, 
annotated with site photos.
Share project documents with plant and/or project management site. Learn how the 
electrical team can become a more efficient resource. using Bluebeam Studio, 
avoiding endless emails.
Scan for any information on all documents, no matter how old (OCR offered in 
Bluebeam Revu Extreme version only).

 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

 

Electrical Engineers
Electrical Project Managers
Electrical Estimators



Electrical Contractor/Service Professionals
Electrical Foremen/Supervisors
Industrial, Commercial And Institutional Electrical Construction And Maintenance 
Personnel

 

STUDENTS RECEIVE

 

Revu Essentials and Studio

This course will give you the foundational skills needed to organize, markup, edit and track 
comments in a PDF drawing set. You’ll also learn how to easily collaborate in real time with 
project partners anywhere in the world using Studio. Recommended for all users, even for 
those with some experience in Revu.

This Electrical Essentials course will give you the foundational skills needed to organize, 
markup, edit and track comments in a PDF drawing set.

Recommended for all users, even for those with some experience in Revu.

You’ll learn how to:

Create a custom Profile to efficiently navigate the Revu interface
Use navigation tools to easily move within documents
Use the Thumbnails panel to adjust pages and documents
Place the most frequently used markup tools in Revu
Customize toolsets and share with project partners
View and export a report of relevant markup data
Create a custom stamp using dynamic text
Learn how to collaborate in real time using Bluebeam Studio
And more!

 

Quantity Takeoffs



Discover how to take quick, accurate measurements and build better bids with Revu through 
hands-on exercises and Q&A.

You’ll learn how to…

Calibrate your drawings for scale
Take basic measurements quickly and accurately
Import measurement tools for reuse and sharing
Calculate and organize measurement totals with custom columns
Use keyboard shortcuts for faster takeoffs

 

Note: Interactive Bluebeam Demonstration

?The course will include a one hour interactive session through Bluebeam studio session. 
Students will particpate in a hands-on experience doing electrical  mark ups on a shared set 
of drawings.

 

 

COURSE OUTLINE

Bluebeam Revu Training Electrical Essentials - 12-Hour Course Outline

 

Revu Essentials And Studio, Plus Quantity Takeoffs

 

DAY ONE

Session 1 – Introduction To Document Management using Bluebeam Revu



a) What is a PDF?

Electrical examples we Revu and study for projects     

Single line     
Equipment Schedules (ie Lighting)     
Power symbols legend     
Site plans     
Floorplans

 

b) Document navigation, Multiple screen workspace management

Compare documents displayed simultaneously     

Electrical vs mechanical     
Issued for Tender (IFT) vs Issued for Construction (IFC) drawings

 

c) How do we work with AutoCad? BIM? 3D PDFs

d) Review of a typical Plans & Specs using Bluebeam

Review and auto label drawings

Check for clash detection between trades

Compare electrical conduit layout vs HVAC duct layout
Do electrical penetrations through floors and walls conflict with other trades

 

Highlight & annotate specifications

Link references in specifications to exact locations they apply to on drawings, saving 



time during construction

 

Session 2 – Introduction To Bluebeam Studio Cloud Service

a) Bluebeam Projects versus Bluebeam Studio

Bluebeam Studio Session gives your foreman a realtime link with the project manager 
when coordinating work shown on the same drawing
Allowing up to 500 clients to use Bluebeam Session without needing client Bluebeam 
license
Bluebeam Project will back up any file the team uses, including AutoCAD and MS 
Excel files
Bluebeam Project keeping all earlier work easily accessible
Pulling and pushing documents in and out of Projects & Sessions

 

b) Coordinating documents from Bluebeam Studio with other platforms

OneDrive, Google Drive, Drop Box
Sharing documents like panel schedules to your journeypeople & apprentices smart 
phones

 

Session 3 – Toolbox Basics

a) Saving & changing toolboxes

 

b) Example toolboxes for device counts and conduit measurement for systems such as 
     



Lighting fixtures,      
Circuit breakers     
Data drops     
Security devices

 

c) Markup versus design symbols

Markups count the devices the Engineers have put in their design. We show how markups 
count and manage installation information of every system the engineer calls for in their 
design. We share best trade practices for:

Use of symbol choices,
Standardized colour choices
Using Line weights intelligently for direct conduit systems, buried or concealed piping.

 

Show custom design symbols when using Bluebeam as a preliminary design tool. When 
there has not bee a detailed AuoCAD drawing defined yet, use Bluebeam Revu to mark 
initial locations onb existing blueprints for:

Power devices
Lighting Fixture and estimated T-bar grid counts
Fire alarm devices, quickly annotating any building codes that call for specific 
locations

 

Session 4 – Quantity Takeoffs Basics

a) Use of tool boxes from previous chapter on actual drawings

b) Show techniques that quickly help fast take-offs, using

 



c) Layers     

Lighting     
Power     
Security

 

d) Custom columns, such as:

Original drawings (IFT’s) vs new drawings (IFC’s)     
Building owner work (base bldg) vs tenant improvements (TI work)

 

e) Using measures for:

Conduit runs
Trenching runs

 

 

 

DAY TWO

 

Session 5 – Quantity Takeoffs and the Markup list

a) Advanced Filtering

Tracking details, based on:

Author



Annotated by day shift vs night shift?
Annotated by client vs contractor? 

 

Specifications such as:

Voltage
Manufacturer, or 
Scope of project

 

b) Using Custom columns

Use and create riser columns to add vertical lengths to conduit runs

Use different model numbers     

One type of standard receptacle for public area     
Another type of receptacle in hotel suite, hospital room, etc

 

c) CSV Exports

BOMs  (Bills of Materials) 

Push out BOM’s for different scopes

 

Distribution, including details for:

Voltage, amperage, phase
Breaker count
List all breaker totals for each panel



 

Base building items on one list versus tenant building items

 

d) Live Excel updates

Share Excel in real time, seeing actual counts     

 

e) Introduction to Hyperlinks

Hyperlink in a closed document vs across multiple documents

Hyperlink editing and hyperlink management

Hyperlink in a closed document vs across multiple documents
Hyperlink editing and hyperlink management

 

 

Session 6 – Accurate Scaling

a) Scaled areas with Viewports

b) Keep track of details in special areas with different scales such as electrical rooms

c) Make sure measurements in areas that show the same equipment are not counted 
twice     

Finding reference points when the reference lines are different from floor to floor

 



d) Quality check with reference to architectural & site drawings

e) Doing an accuracy check, based on:

Architectural details     
Known dimensions on floorplan     

 

f) Demonstrate real world examples, such as:   

Coring locations from the main floor to the parkade or basement
Demonstrate Adding Scale bars & grids for drawing hardcopy

 

g) Custom columns for math

Riser up & down
Additional wiring to allow for terminations and wiring count
Calculations for conduit wire fill
Use custom labour rates to calculate preliminary labour to assemblies

 

Session 7 – Updating Red Lines

a) Updating red lines

Real time online with electrical foreman
Show accurate progress billing by keeping red lines up to date,
Update all construction changes so that the office and field are always in sync 

b) Generate Punch Lists

Use Bluebeam functionality while checking these critical stages     



Rough in complete, linked to site photos     
All wiring pulled in and terminated (useful to progress bill panel scope)     
Substantial completion, with audit trail showing all functional checks completed

 

Session 8 – Creation of submittal packages

a) Building submittal package in Bluebeam Combine or convert from Windows File 
Explorer

Building all shop drawings packages effortlessly
Coordinating all chapters such as lighting, power, data individually
Make changes faster, having submittal package completed before demobilization

b) Coordinate documents from letter size to Arch D sized plans

Generate better drawings for the foreman, regardless of paper size

Put annotations on drawings that help the most:     

Device elevations     
Penetration markers     
Overlay other disciplines in different colours

c) Intro to 3D PDF’s

Basics of source software
BIM, Revit
Imbedding 3D models into 2D submittals

 

COURSE SCHEDULE

Start: 10 a.m. Eastern Time



Finish: 4:30 p.m. Eastern Time

 

Contact us Today for a FREE quotation to deliver this course at your company’s location.

https://www.electricityforum.com/onsite-training-rfq

https://www.electricityforum.com/onsite-training-rfq?headline=Bluebeam Revu Training - Electrical Essentials

